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Practitioners and scholars in the maritime sector
have suffered from data availability for a long time.
Conventionally, in the public domain, port
statistics refers to official data released by port
authorities or shipping companies; they are usually
delayed, heterogeneous in terms of reporting
methodology or reporting format, and most
importantly, not easily accessible. With the
Automatic Identification System (AIS), it becomes
possible to produce port statistics at higher
frequencies and on a global level in an alternative
way. In the previous two years, we have
developed various techniques to build a globalscale port monitoring platform covering three sets
of key indicators on port performance:
throughput, congestion, and connectivity. This
platform generates indicators for global ports and
at high frequencies. It does not only require fewer
inputs and save running time but can be
generalized to accommodate ports of different
geographical and economic characteristics. Of
course, accuracy should be enforced.
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We first developed an iterative multi-attribute
clustering algorithm to automatically identify berth
and anchorage areas, and it can be applied
globally. Tracking a ship within the layout of a port
thus becomes possible, i.e., berthing, mooring,
and movement. Based on this, we estimate highfrequency throughput, congestion level, and global
connectivity index. In the following, we briefly
introduce the construction of the platform.

Automatic berth and anchorage area identification
Ports around the world have vastly different shapes
of anchorages and berths. Portraying port zones is
crucial for shipping traffic analysis in ports. Existing
research rely on nautical charts, while the nautical
chart suffers from some drawbacks, such as static
and seldomly updated, hard to collect globally and
sometimes cannot reflect the dynamics of ship
movement, to name but a few. We propose a
creative, spatial clustering algorithm leveraging both
AIS data and domain knowledge (e.g., the
sequential of ship mooring and the heading of ships
during mooring) based on the difference in the
density of mooring points. This technique consists
of two layers of clustering, effectively eliminating
noises; more specifically, iteration in the second
layer functions as an innovative approach to
parameter setting. In the first layer, we derive the
trajectories of ships at a particular port from AIS
data. The Density-Based Spatial Clustering of
Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) is used to
remove noises and cluster all the mooring points
of each ship that has been filtered by speed. The
first layer DBSCAN can identify mooring area but
is insufficient to distinguish between berthing and
anchorage areas. As ship density in the berthing
area is much higher than at anchorage, in the
second layer, we employ DBSCAN again to
distinguish the two. The points identified in the
clusters are considered as the berthing area while
noises represent the anchorage area. Parameter
setting in a clustering algorithm may lead to huge
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variations in accuracy. The result of DBSCAN
strongly depends on initial parameters, especially,
the radius of a neighborhood concerning given
points and the minimum number of points to
form a dense region. Setting them for every port
is a formidable amount of work. It is necessary to
find a generalized setting for the two parameters.
Here, we run iterations of DBSCAN to minimize
the gradient until the algorithm converges to a
predetermined threshold.
Furthermore, the non-spatial values (e.g.,

(a) The terminals and anchorages

headings, timestamps) in AIS provide additional
information that is useful in distinguishing between
different berths. In this study, we further add a
rule-based algorithm based on domain
knowledge, such the heading of ship in berth and
anchorage are different, ships will never overlap
in one berth to further improve the identification.
Figure 1 shows the algorithm being applied to
Ningbo-Zhoushan Port, China, chosen for its
complicated layout of terminal and anchorage
areas. Our algorithm is proved to be accurate in
distinguishing the berthing and anchorage areas.

(b) Berths in Yuandong port zone

Port throughput estimation
Container throughput refers to the quantity of
both loaded and unloaded containers at a port
complex in a given period. With available ship
data, we calculate it by multiplying the berthing
duration of a ship with the handling efficiency
(turnover rate) at its berthing terminal; daily
estimation thus becomes possible. Berthing
duration is calculated by analyzing the ship
trajectory in the berthing area. The berthing areas
of global port are extracted from our previous
berth identification algorithm. A tough challenge is

to determine the turnover rate of a given
terminal. A few studies proposed a quay
cranes (QC)-operation-based method to
calculate the turnover time, in which the
number, handling speed, and working time of
cranes need to be known (Chen et al., 2015).
This method does not apply to many ports
because such data is not easily accessible. In
our study, we assume ports are in full
utilization and calculate the turnover rate for
every ship size in a given port with input
berthing time and its previous throughput.
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Figure 1. Berth and anchorage identification of Ningbo-Zhoushan Port
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With the real-time berthing time derived from
AIS, we can estimate the throughput of each port
at a high-frequency level. Our estimated
throughputs of some top container ports in 2019
can achieve roughly 95% accuracy (Figure 2).
Notably, the handling efficiency is determined by
multiple factors, for example, port facility,
weather, working hours of a port, and time effect.

In the future, we plan to develop
image recognition and machine learning
algorithms to collect information and study
the
association
relationship
between
outputs, namely historical efficiency (can be
derived from our platform), and inputs (port
facility, economic development level, weather,
etc.) so as to further improve accuracy.

Figure 2 The estimation of monthly throughputs for 7 major container ports in 2019
Port congestion threatens
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The effectiveness and sustainability of the global
supply chain. It does not only stagnate cargo flows,
but also triggers ripple effects across in the
transport network. The congestion level of a port
is one of the key indicators that affects a port's
competitiveness and attracts shipping companies to
call. Port congestion happens when ships arrive at
a port, they cannot load or unload immediately,
instead, having to queue up at an anchorage area
and waiting for their turn to berth at the terminal.
Waiting time at anchorage is broadly accepted as a
congestion measure. In our study, we define two
congestion indicators: (1) the ratio of ships which
moor at anchorage before berthing at the terminal
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over the total ship visits at a port, and (2)
the average waiting time of a ship at the
anchorage before it berths at the terminal.
With the location information of anchorage
and berthing areas of each port, the two
indicators can be calculated based on the
ship trajectories within the anchorage and
berthing areas identified. Figure 3 illustrates our
estimation of average waiting for the world’s 20
major container ports in 2020.
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Port connectivity estimation
The container port connectivity reflects one
region’s access to the world markets. Both local
authorities and shipping practitioners attach great
importance to the measurement of container
port connectivity. Many inter-governmental
organizations (e.g., UNCTAD) and enterprises
(e.g., Drewry Shipping Consultants) publish their
report on port connectivity regularly. Building
upon their work, we create a new connectivity
index which can reflect not only the ports’ traffic
volume and route diversity but also its network
properties.
AIS data enables us to calculate the required
network factors. We take four steps to calculate

the connectivity indicators. First, we extract
the shipping trajectory and trip length of
each ship from AIS; previously generated port
throughput is also an input. Second, based on
trajectories and trip lengths, we calculate the
number of ship visits to a port, the number
of connected countries, and the strategic
importance of a port in the global shipping
network. Strategic importance is represented
by the possibility of a port to attract long-haul
(e.g., inter-continental voyage) ships with
the highest load factor. Third, we construct
the global liner shipping network basing on all
the trajectories and use it to calculate three
network indicators:
degree
centrality
(number
of connected peers of a port);
closeness centrality (average number of
midway ports on direct liner services);
betweenness centrality (frequency that
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Figure 3. The average waiting time of 20 major container ports in 2020
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a port lies on the direct liner services between
any other two ports). Fourth, we standardize
all the indicators and calculate the total score.
Principle Component
Analysis,
which
reflects
the relationship of many indicators,
can be an option. Figure 4 shows the port
connectivity of illustrative ports in 2020. We
can see that, although some port, such as
Hong Kong (China), Antwerp (Belgium), Los
Angeles (US), and Tanjung Pelepas (Malaysia)
have relatively fewer throughputs, they rank
high in our system because of better network
characteristics.
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We believe this project can improve the
port datatransparency and standardization, and
hence
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generates good research value in improving
port performance.
High-frequency
port
statistics are highly valued by the industry
but very costly to access. For example, it took
Lam et al. (2011) two years just to construct
a database to study the dynamics of port
connectivity and inter-port relationship, while
Tovar et al. (2015) stated that obtaining the
required data was the most challenging
part
of
their
research
on
port
connectivity. These problems can now
be addressed by our platform that makes
high-frequency indicators available for a wide
range of users. It will save substantial
financial and labor resources and encourage
more academic and practical outputs.

Figure 4. Port connectivity of illustrative major ports in 2020
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